This article explores the evolution of Ukrainian-Canadian literature written in English over the last fifty years. It begins by outlining how early Ukrainian-Canadian English-language literature posits a sense of ethnicity that is multiple as part of a marginalized Canadian underclass.
those she calls Canada's Ukrainians), there was a dearth in Ukrainian-Canadian literary production until the late 1990s, particularly with the publication of memoirs like Janice Kulyk Keefer's Honey and Ashes (1998) and Myrna Kostash's Bloodlines (1993) and The Doomed Bridegroom (1998) . In the introduction to Leaving Shadows (2005), she writes: "[m]ost of the Ukrainian Canadian texts I stumbled on […] were published in the 1970s and 1980s. Relatively few have been published since," and, she admits, "I am not sure if anybody knows definitively why the 'boom and bust' of ethnic minority writing happened" (2005, xv) . To be sure, she has identified something odd in the development of Ukrainian-Canadian literature, but it may not be a "boom and bust." Nonetheless, what is important about her claim is that she recognizes the fact that Ukrainian-Canadian literature has not simply developed along a smooth path from Vera Lysenko and Illia Kiriak onwards. I disagree, however, with her ideas about Ukrainian-Canadian literary silence during the late 1980s and early 1990s until the emergence of autofictions and memoirs. For example, the existence of works such as Maara Haas's On Stage with Maara Haas (1986) , Yarmarok (1987) , which was the first anthology of Ukrainian-Canadian writing, Yuri Kupchenko's The Horseman of Shandro Crossing (1989) , Fran Ponomarenko's The Parcel from Chicken Street and Other Stories (1989) , Helen Potrebenko's Hey Waitress and Other Stories (1989) , the special issue of Prairie Fire in 1992 dedicated to Ukrainian-Canadian writing, Gloria Kupchenko Frolick's The Green Tomato Years (1985) , The Chicken Man (1988) , and Anna Veryha (1992) , and Marusya Bociurkiw's The Woman Who Loved Airports (1994) undermines Grekul's claims about a literary silence. This literary tradition represents neither a straight line nor an example of a literary "boom and bust," but rather its features change throughout the institution of federal multiculturalism in Canada. While early Ukrainian-Canadian literature in English shaped and presented Ukrainianness within a broad, undifferentiated ethnic milieu, by the end of the 1970s, an idea of Ukrainianness in Canada as a distinct ethnic category with specific features and reference points began to become the norm.
To chart this shift, let us look, for example, at early Ukrainian-Canadian literature in English. Vera Lysenko's first novel Yellow Boots (1954) is ostensibly the more "Ukrainian" of her two fictions by virtue of its representation of a Ukrainian girl's growth and development into a renowned folk singer; however, its representation of Ukrainianness implies that it is not a unique or specific ethnic categorization unto itself. Instead, the novel strives to demonstrate how all ethnicities are, at the core, the same, suggesting that cultural distinctiveness and differentiation are only maintained at a superficial level, represented by folk arts (if at all). The most important aspect of Lilli's ethnicity does not arise from specific Ukrainian traditions, language, or literature, but from her folk music.
Lilli, the Ukrainian-Canadian protagonist, leaves the family farm and finds herself employed as a domestic servant in a home that fortuitously happens to be equipped with a piano, a patroness of music, and a pianist who recognizes Lilli's singing talent.
In the playing of the pianist Lilli "recognize[s] a passage. It is part of a song which her mother used to sing." She "caught at it and sang out in a loud voice which could be heard over the thumping of the piano" (250). As a result of this encounter, Lilli begins formal training as a singer, hones her talent, and finds material success in the dominant, mainstream culture by functioning as a pan-ethnic representative. She is a token ethnic folk singer, not a Ukrainian one. In a telling section of the novel, Lilli states her belief that "songs are wanderers," and when her music teacher tells her of an old song, he says: " [w] e have many versions of this story -German, Greek, Romanian, Bulgarian, Finnish -I don't know how many. Much of the poetry produced by the people was scattered by itinerant minstrels. They changed details to suit the country; an orange tree in Spain appears as a cypress in Greece, or a briar in England" (313). His sweeping overview of Europe suggests the view that "the people," namely peasants producing folk music, literally spring from the same root. For Lysenko, cultural differences are those shaped by class differences not national ones, thus ethnicity is simply a kind of social underclass. As well, not only are the various cultural heritages of Europe blended together, but an Asian identity is also folded into this schema that understands ethnicity as easily expressed through folk music. Lilli, for instance, sings a Japanese song and is told by Mitsui, her friend, "You even look Japanese when you sing …. I think it's your eyes" (293). In dressing alike, Mitsui says to Lilli that "people will think you're my twin" (294), thus showing the fluid unspecificity of ethnicity in Yellow Boots. Ethnicity is not bounded by lines demarcated by race or language, but solely by class. As a result of the represented similarity across multiple cultures, the most important element of Lilli as representing cultural minority -her folk singing -is, in fact, not specific to her Ukrainian heritage, but shared with all ethnic groups. In a rhetorical sleight of hand, the narrator moves explicitly into Lilli's story, exclaiming: "How deeply she had touched those areas of nostalgia in the immigrant, for were not all of us in the long run, immigrants?" (344, emphasis added). We, as readers, are included, suggesting that all Canadians are ethnic in some way. Furthermore, the novel culminates with Lilli's concert performances for "men and women of almost every European and Asiatic origin" (351), thus flattening out specificity of culture for a collective conception of it. This combining of all ethnic and immigrant experiences into one shared phenomenon across cultures ultimately insinuates that there is nothing individual or different enough to distinguish among various ethnic groups. According to Grekul, such a vision of ethnicity portrays the success of assimilationist pressures on ethnic groups (2005, 46) . If so, then this assimilationist model seems typical of pre-1980s Ukrainian-Canadian literature in English. Lysenko's other published novel, Westerly Wild (1956) , follows a teacher's move to a rural, ethnically mixed school. When Julie, the schoolteacher, arrives she is told of her students: "[y]ou'll find them a mixed lot, almost every nationality you can imagine" (10). The ethnic make-up of the school district is mixed and multiple, with the many individual ethnic and cultural backgrounds of the student body blended together. Thus, Ukrainianness in this novel is merely one of many ethnic identities. The students from varied backgrounds are united by their rural, peasant status. As well, when one of the Ukrainian school children, Jenny Kapusta, comes to class dressed in her traditional clothing, the narrator tells us that the "costume is like a museum piece" (174). The manifestation of ethnicity is, again, through folk culture -clothing, in this case. It can be donned or removed at will. Such a view has a good and bad side to it; it intimates that ethnicity can function as a point of connection for all members of an ethnic or social underclass marginalized by mainstream Canadian society, but it also puts forward the notion that ethnicity is only something superficial that is not damaged by pressures to assimilate. This view of ethnicity continues in literature by Ukrainian-Canadians who write in English and treat Ukrainian identity as one aspect of a much bigger ethnic picture. For example, George Ryga dedicates much of his attention in earlier works to nonUkrainian ethnic experiences. His plays are profoundly concerned with social inequalities; his most well-known one The Ecstasy of Rita Joe (1971) outlines the tragic plight of an Aboriginal woman, expressing sensitivity to economic, gender, and racial discrimination, and his earlier novels, Hungry Hills (1974) , Ballad of a Stone Picker (1976), and Night Desk (1976) , create multiethnic communities, rather than identifiably Ukrainian-Canadian ones. In these novels, the cultural differences are those between urban and rural dwellers, not between members of different ethnic groups. Just as Lysenko unites ethnics as a folk, peasant underclass, Ryga's characters are presented as suffering under the experience of great poverty in the depression-era prairie.
In Ballad of a Stone Picker, as an example, the speaker's community is ethnically mixed. In one of the vignettes, Helen Bayrack, a girl of Ukrainian descent, is courted simultaneously by John Zaharchuk and Philip McQuire. What distinguishes McQuire as the more promising of her two suitors is not that he is not of Ukrainian descent (like Zaharchuk), but that he is a skilled tradesman. The narrator says that McQuire "was a plumber, which meant he had money and so was a cut above [the] farmers" (161). McQuire is, therefore, better than Zaharchuk (merely a "farmer") not because of his cultural affiliation with Canada's dominant cultural group, but, rather, because such a position allows him access to economic success and security denied the farmers. Even more important for his status as a husband-to-be than his relative wealth is the way in which he easily blends into Helen's familial and cultural milieu. Because "Helen's folk were Ukrainian," McQuire learns "very soon to say 'dobra, dobra!' to anything they told him, and this went over very big" (161). This kind of exogamy, allowing the easy blending of cultures through a few choice words, highlights a vision of ethnicity that is multiple, performative, and intermingled in Ryga's fictional prairie setting. When Zaharchuk is faced with the fact that he has lost his romantic suit, he exclaims: "I want to kill the fat town-boy!" (164). The differences between these men are those separating rural farmer from urban tradesman, or economic underclass from middle class, rather than ethnic differences. Of course, the complex socio-cultural reasons as to why ethnic minorities are allied with an economic underclass remain understood; however, the novel presents economic scarcity and farm folksiness as indicators of ethnic status, rather than envisioning ethnicity as something inherent in a particular national or cultural heritage as formed by an awareness of literature, arts, history, politics, or geography of the ethnic or cultural homeland.
While Maara Haas's novel The Street Where I Live (1976) does not present a rural/urban binary by virtue of its setting in Winnipeg's North End, it does present a mix and blend of multiple ethnicities and hybrids of combined ethnicities that is in keeping with the idea of ethnic identity as class solidarity presented by both Lysenko and Ryga. This novel is a series of loosely connected scenes all centred around one neighbourhood. In the book, Mrs. Weinstein, Mrs. Kolosky, and Mrs. Brittannia, whose names paint them as specific ethnic caricatures, embody a community unto themselves, regardless of their varied backgrounds. They occupy the same ethnic space and are, Haas explains, "as close as lice: Mrs. Weinstein, Mrs. Kolosky and Mrs. Brittannia, sitting on Mrs. Kolosky's verandah, spitting sunflower seeds in the friendly autumn of old comrades" (5). "Every third house on the street is blue and yellow," Haas writes, "the colors of the Ukrainian flag" (4). This designation of a third of the homes being Ukrainian clearly articulates Ukrainian ethnicity as being only one of many in a mixed environment. The stories typically show Ukrainian-Canadians interacting with people of other backgrounds, depicting a mingling of different ethnic cultures. For example, after fooling "the Spy from Relief," the Scottish-Canadian Harry McDuff quotes from Robert Burns'"To a Mouse" for the benefit of his wife and his guest, a Ukrainian-Canadian priest. McDuff, in highly accented English, says, "I backwarrrd cast ma' e'e on prrrospects drrrearr, / An' forrrwarrrd tho' I canna' see, a' guess an' fearrr," to which the priest responds, in equally accented English, "Hooray for da Pipple's poet, Robert Boorns" (16). In this passage, both characters -Scottish and Ukrainian -speak in heavily accented English. In this way, the mimetic representation of their speech is equally marginalized. If one component of ethnicity is language, then both of these characters have English linguistic eccentricities. Furthermore, it is the Ukrainian-Canadian priest who identifies the quotation as being from a Burns poem; although his speech is accented, indicating a mother tongue that is not English, he finds commonality with an English-language literary tradition and "da Pipple's poet." This idea of "da Pipple" recalls "the people" of Lysenko's novel who create folk music that unites all ethnicities. All those who populate the economically depressed neighbourhood of Haas's novel make up their own group identity that blends and combines ethnic backgrounds.
Likewise, Andrew Suknaski's collection Wood Mountain Poems (1976) evokes polyethnicity, including a poem that explicitly says, the village where i grew up -i claim these things and this ancestral space to move through and beyond stapled to the four cardinal directions this is my right to chronicle the meaning of these vast plains in a geography of blood and failure making them live (76). For Suknaski's speaker, the ancestry of the place is his to claim, suggesting a kind of ethnicity that arises out of "a geography of blood" rooted in Canadian "vast plains." This collection of poetry focuses on the multiethnic make-up of Suknaski's childhood home in Wood Mountain, Saskatchewan, and his understanding that all the ethnicities therein make up his own multifaceted heritage. Suknaski peoples these poems with a varied cast of characters, all presented as minorities, using the same literary techniques. For instance, Chinese-Canadians, like Jimmy Hoy in the poem "Jimmy Hoy's Place," speak in accented English -"all time takkie to much / makkie trouble sunna bitch / wadda hell madder wid you?" (24, original emphasis) -in the same way that aboriginal characters in "Mishmish" speak in a pidgin English -"better put mishmish on horse / when we come back… / time mishmish ride to nudder hunting ground" (43, original emphasis), -and the Jewish merchant in "Depression Hide Buyer" speaks in a similar accented idiom -"deez one is primary / deez one is ooordinary / and deez one iz jewst a fooking doog!" (96). The Ukrainian, Scandinavian, Métis, Chinese, Aboriginal, Jewish, and Anglo-Canadians populate these poems as they populated the Wood Mountain of Suknaski's growing up. Their collective diversity makes up the shared sense of ethnicity that Suknaski claims as his own.
As well, Suknaski's particular attention to First Nations oral stories in the poems expresses his sensitivity to aboriginal issues in a way that is similar to Ryga's articulation of injustice and racism encoded in Canadian structures. Ryga's Rita Joe faces a racist and unjust legal system, and, in Suknaski's collection, aboriginal Melvin Greene is similarly caught between an aboriginal world and an unjust legal system. Rita says, "Them bastards put me in jail. They're gonna do it again, they said" (Ryga Lindy Ledohowski | 113 1971, 42) , which illustrates her sense of the arbitrariness of incarceration. Her crime, the magistrate tells her, "is vagrancy" (43), which seems hardly worth jail-time. Similarly, Suknaski writes that Melvin Greene "was once convicted / of a crime involving moral turpitude / for which he served 15 years in prison -/ thus he must be deported" (1976, 57-58, original emphasis) . The italicization of "moral turpitude" implies its vagueness as a category of criminal misdeed and arbitrariness as a rationale for deportation. The crux of this poem is whether Melvin Greene can be buried in Canada, following aboriginal customs, or whether he will have to end up in the United States, as "white man's law" (59) dictates. In the end, Suknaski's sympathies connect him to his aboriginal character; he writes: "how do we tell them / that it is a matter of being […] / that it is a matter of a law beyond / all these things" (59, original emphasis). His use of the first-person plural pronoun "we" and his italicization of "being" emphasize commonality rather than ethnic difference.
"West Central Pub" offers another illustration of this concept of ethnic multiplicity in this collection. In it, the speaker gives us an anecdote about a man wearing patched pants who enters a bar. Suknaski's speaker says, "then i talk about those pants / with patches seeming three layers deep -/ wonder if we ever become something else / completely changed" (Suknaski 1976, 75) . Michael Abraham correctly notes that "the patchwork of the patron's jeans is not unlike the multicultural patchwork of both the Wood Mountain community and Canada as a whole. While each patch seems to exist on its own, isolated on the jeans, together they compose the garment" (1990, 28) . This idea of connectivity that Abraham identifies is typical of Suknaski's approach to ethnicity in his Wood Mountain Poems. In fact, each of these writers -Lysenko, Ryga, Haas, and Suknaski -presents ethnicity as something shared by a certain class and certainly by those occupying the same geographical space. Prior to the end of the 1970s, authors, who had a Ukrainian-Canadian heritage and who wrote about issues of ethnicity generally saw it as class-based and often linked to simple folk arts.
Examining ethnicity and the experiences of ethnics allowed for an investigation into marginalization and exclusion from full participation in mainstream Canadian society. For Lysenko, ethnics and immigrants share similar experiences and are united not just because they are all ethnic, but because by virtue of being ethnic, they are economically marginalized -working as domestic servants or in sweat shops. Thus, group identity is formed around a sense of class awareness of power dynamics, rather than around anything inherently cohesive within a shared ethnic or cultural background. This idea is borne out by Ryga's writing as well. His Hungry Hills, for example, opens with a reference to "the welfare man" who "moved away" when the unnamed narrator's knee brushes him, because the welfare man "wore a new brown suit which had such a press in the pants you could cut your finger on the crease. And [the speaker] was pretty dirty" (24), thus demonstrating the difference between the establishment (represented by the clean and neat "welfare man") and the poverty-stricken, rural underclass (represented by the "dirty" speaker). Similarly, Haas's North End Winnipeg sees the Ukrainian-Canadian priest and his Scottish friend banding together against the Relief employee who may put a stop to social services, again expressing a sense of commonality based on feeling economically victimized by those in power (represented by "the Spy from Relief "). As well, Suknaski's poems validate a poor, rural experience. Stephen Scobie argues that Suknaski's "role as poet is to recreate on the printed page the vividness and variety of spoken narrative" (1982, 12) , giving voice to an economically marginalized population in his hometown. The cover of the collection has a picture of Sitting Bull, and in one of the poems that evokes the figure of Sitting Bull, he is pitted against "the government" who warns the Chief not to "expect provisions / or food from canada" (Suknaski 1976, 67) . So when Sitting Bull and his tribe are faced with "the hunger to follow," that hunger is, according to Suknaski, "exactly what the authorities hoped for / on both sides of the border" (67). In each case, government agents possess power that they wield over a marginalized ethnic subject. Thus, for these Ukrainian-Canadian writers, issues of ethnicity were more rightly considered within a broader concept of economic solidarity and victimization at the hands of an unyielding and unsympathetic establishment.
This equation of social inferiority with ethnic characteristics served as one of the main pressures to assimilate into the dominant Canadian culture. Vivienne Hall makes this point when she notes that the "European immigrant's language and culture became his or her 'badge of inferiority' -obstacles to full assimilation into Canadian culture" (1997, 421) . However, with the Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, ethnic groups began to push for federal recognition, thus allowing ethnic colouration to be validated rather than sacrificed in the pursuit of higher social status. In response to attempts to codify Canada's culture as English and French, Ukrainian-Canadians were among the group of non Anglo-or Franco-Canadians pushing for recognition as a "third force" (Seiler 155; , which, like the literature discussed so far, was characterized by its poly-ethnic makeup. Thus, culture need not be a "badge of inferiority" under multiculturalism.
This consolidation of the idea of a "third force" of ethnics then allowed for the splintering of such a concept. By the 1980s writers of Ukrainian descent started to shift their focus away from a broad conception of Ukrainian-Canadianness within multifaceted ideas of ethnicity to something more specific. The initiation of policies of multiculturalism supporting ethnic artistic expression saw writers move away from a pan-ethnic sensibility towards a sense of Ukrainian ethnicity in Canada that has specific Ukrainian features. Lysenko's Yellow Boots, her most "Ukrainian" novel, was republished by the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies in 1992. This recasting Lindy Ledohowski | 115 of a book that was first published by Ryerson Press, a mainstream publishing house, as a specifically Ukrainian-Canadian text, gives evidence to the alteration in attitudes about ethnicity. While Lysenko did not adjust her conception of ethnicity as an element impeding social mobility that all non-Anglo-Canadians experienced, Ryga, Haas, and Suknaski's subsequent works all give evidence to this change in their attitudes.
Ryga's literary attention turned to representing a Ukrainian heritage in his A Letter to My Son (1984) . First performed in 1978, this autobiographical play outlines the struggles of an isolated Ukrainian-Canadian father trying to both reach out to his estranged son and reach out to Canada as a full citizen. Unlike his prairie novels, the ethnic dilemma at the heart of this play is specifically Ukrainian-Canadian in nature. The plot revolves around a government of Canada caseworker trying to assist an aged Ukrainian-Canadian, identified as Old Lepa, receive federal government pension cheques. Nancy, the caseworker, functions as a symbol of Lepa's own son, Stefan, who has assimilated into Canadian culture and cut ties with his father. The crux of the action is to force Lepa to acknowledge and accept his own, personal identity in order to be included in the collective identity of Canada. The play opens with Lepa trying to compose a letter to his son, and, as Nancy enters, the stage directions read, "sad musical bridge -an old mournful Ukrainian folk melody which fades slowly away" (73). While we may recognize the connection between Ukrainianness and folk music, this time the music is specifically identified as Ukrainian (unlike Lilli's songs that encompass the music from all "the people"). As Lepa reflects on his past, he talks about his relatives, saying, "They bring it out of me -my sister, Marina…and her Dmitro. The ones who did good. The ones the Angliki call 'them good Ukrainians'" (74). Not only are his sister and her husband explicitly identified as "good Ukrainians," rather than merely ethnic or foreign, but the use of "Angliki" (the Ukrainian mispronunciation of "English," i.e., "the English") to refer to Anglo-Canadians further situates this character as specifically Ukrainian. Later in the play, the Ukrainian music returns, as the stage directions read, "Sounds of music -a sad, melodic old Ukrainian folksong in background over his dialogue" (79). Throughout the play, this music returns again and again, giving an ethnic specificity to Lepa through identifiably Ukrainian music.
In addition to the clear markers of a specific Ukrainian ethnic identity through music, the play also presents Lepa's complicated relationship to different kinds of Ukrainianness. He dislikes the model of Ukrainian-Canadianness represented by his sister and brother-in-law who raise Stefan. For Lepa, their ethnicity is "settl[ing] for a tray of coloured eggs at Easter" (107) and a slavish devotion to "the shadows of a priest's skirts" (108), both of which are unsatisfactory because they do not account for the reality of subjugation in Eastern Europe. Their folksy and superficial ethnicity is inadequate for Lepa who favours a sense of ethnicity that is aware of the political realities in Ukraine. For instance, Lepa tells the story of his uncle who is killed by soldiers.
As he ends the sad tale, he says that this uncle "coughed and slowly…his head drooping first, died on the street where he taught children to read poetry and be proud…" (110). Part of Lepa's idea of ethnicity lies in his awareness of identifiable pain in a specific politically repressive and oppressive national past, and an access to it through the writings of Shevchenko (103), the Ukrainian literary icon. The ethnic in Lepa is clearly Ukrainian, and his Ukrainianness is identified through a connection to the history, politics, and literature of Ukraine.
Similarly, Haas's On Stage with Maara Haas (1986) still includes a sense of multiplicity characteristic of her earlier novel, but there is a much longer and much more sustained attention to articulating a sense of detailed Ukrainianness in the book. This collection of poems, stories, scenes, and non-fiction prose pieces is a compilation of a variety of previously published or aired works. In one of the poems that focuses on women's writing, the speaker (a younger Haas) refers to herself as a "cossack stallion" (20), evoking a typical (even stereotypical) Ukrainian image that is recalled in a later section in which the speaker says, "using a classic dictionary, I read Shevchenko and the history of the freedom loving Cossacks .... The Cossack influence, the freedom causes, colour my bloodstream and my writing at an early date" (27). Not only is there the recurring image of the Cossack, but the Ukrainian influence is also made even more specific through the reference to Shevchenko. Thus ethnicity in this section is evoked through allusions to Ukrainian history (Cossacks) and literature (Shevchenko). In a similar manner, one of the stories recounts the speaker meeting her friend in 1980 and reminiscing about an imagined pre-multicultural era. In her musing she thinks:
In that other world, as I knew it, you could tell who was who by the clothes they wore. There were only three kinds of people: the unapproachable English in fictional Harris tweeds, the French in toques and snowshoes, and the conspicuously foreign Baba Podkovas in kerchiefs (111).
At first it seems as though this ethnic characterization is similar to those seen earlier, given that ethnicity is defined by clothing, and there are only three groups. However, the "third element" of the "conspicuously foreign" is described as specifically Ukrainian in name (Podkova) and title (Baba). In this way, the third "kind of people" is collapsed into a specifically Ukrainian image of foreignness. Similarly, in discussing the sense of her identity as ethnic in Canada, the speaker says, "I was split in two," caught between English and Ukrainian, with her parents "insist[ing] I speak Ukrainian at mealtimes, to keep up the language, to acknowledge my identity" (111). Once again, ethnicity is shaped by a specific language rather than a sense of class solidarity rooted in economic marginalization. These examples show the speaker grappling not with a sense of her own multiple and shared identity, but with a specific Lindy Ledohowski | 117 identity caught between ideas of Canadianness and ideas of Ukrainianness identified by Ukrainian language, history, and literature.
As well, Suknaski's In the Name of Narid (1981) is both more personal in its attention to the Suknaski family, rather than to the larger community of Wood Mountain, and it is also more focused in its representation of Ukrainian-Canadian ethnicity. Like Ryga's play, the main conflict is between a father and son trying to articulate a sense of identity. These poems not only use Cyrillic text, but also include Ukrainian diction transliterated for English readers, positing a sense of ethnicity that is rooted in the Ukrainian language. The very first poem in the collection, "After 'A Prairie Boy's Summer,'" is dedicated to the memory of William Kurelek, perhaps the most well-known Canadian visual artist of Ukrainian descent. It creates a specific persona for the poet as "suknatskyj," the correct transliteration of Suknaski's last name, which was misspelled when his father arrived in Canada. The allusion to Kurelek and the evocation of suknatskyj begin to create a sense of ethnicity specifically coded as Ukrainian that is inescapable and cannot be doffed or donned at will. The first section of the collection includes thematic elements from Ukraine evoking a political and historical sense of Ukrainian ethnicity in Canada related to the Ukrainian nation. The second poem, "Kosmach," named for a Ukrainian village, evokes the "home of valentyn moroz" (11, original emphasis), who was a Ukrainian political prisoner under Soviet rule, and it offers a meditation on Moroz's hunger strike while imprisoned. These allusions to Moroz suggest that contemporary Ukraine's politics must come to bear on an articulation of what it means to be Ukrainian in Canada. The third poem in the collection, "What is Remembered," is dedicated to the Ukrainian composer Volodymyr Ivasiuk, who was found hanged, the official Soviet version for which was suicide. The poem, while musing on both history and myth, revisits this story: The use of an identifiable Ukrainian's tragic story in which the victim is apostrophized by suknatskyj develops a sense of Ukrainian-Canadianness characterized by imagined links to Ukraine. This collection is very specific in locating ethnic ties to iconic people identified with Ukrainian history, unlike the collective conception of ethnicity we see in Wood Mountain Poems. Even as some of the poems move inward into the private Suknaski family, the attempt to define the personal experience of identity is made in relation to the public configurations of Ukrainian ethnicity. For instance, the pair of poems "Pysanky" and "Kistka" present ruminations on the speaker's mother performing specifically Ukrainian folk arts. In "Pysanky" [Easter eggs] the speaker says that his mother's decorated Easter eggs are "graced by / white / green / and yellow / runes / suknatskyj / cannot / decipher" (70). The opaque nature of the "runes" evokes a sense of a culture and its symbolism that is deeply connected to the figure of the mother. The son cannot fully access a connection to his mother and his ethnicity because of a linguistic barrier that the poems try to navigate. Similarly, "Kistka," (literally "bone," but also the name given to the instrument used to draw designs on Easter eggs) presents the act of creating the pysanky -"suknatskyj trying / to imagine / his mother / parsnipthick / fingers / delicately / crafting it / to colour / those pysanky" (73). The typical image of the pysanky, like the Cossack that Haas evokes, is specific to Ukrainian culture. These two poems are, therefore, examples of the kind of development in Suknaski's thinking about ethnicity as something located in specific Ukrainian history and culture. While Ryga's Letter to My Son, Haas's On Stage with Maara Haas, and Suknaski's In the Name of Narid are not solely concerned with Ukrainian-Canadian ethnicity and identity, when each of these works turns its attention to ideas of ethnicity, its representation is more specific in its Ukrainian references than in each author's earlier work. They are typical of a general shift that appears by the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s in the way that Ukrainian-Canadianness is posited in literature in English. It went from being part of an undifferentiated ethnic mass to locating ethnicity within nationally specific images of language, politics, history, and/or literature.
There were various factors that contributed to this shift. In addition to events in Ukraine at the start of the 1980s (especially Cold War protests in the West and resistance to Soviet oppression within Ukraine), the influence of politically conscious Ukrainian-Canadian descendents of post-World War II immigrants (Displaced Persons) on the descendents of first-wave homesteaders could be felt. According to Robert Klymasz, without the influx of third wave Ukrainian immigrants to Canada, Ukrainian-Canadians would have faced "a leisurely paced dissolution" into "a 'dormant' ethnocultural group, were it not for the hypertrophic impact of thousands of Ukrainian war refugees" (1983, 175) . There were also home-grown developments in Canadian politics occurring simultaneously to the shift in ethnic representation in Ukrainian-Canadian literature in English. Most important is, of course, the institution of multiculturalism. Grekul rightly states that "official discourses of multiculturalism played no small part in the development of Ukrainian Canadian and other ethnic minority writing" (2005, 50) . This transition in the way that Ukrainian-Canadian ethnicity was presented in the literature began to make itself felt by the end of the 1970s. The publication of Myrna Kostash's All of Baba's Children (1977) signals the early stages of this shift; it was the first widely-received focused look at specific aspects of Ukrainian-Canadian ethnicity on the Prairies. It provides sociological insight into the experience of Ukrainian settlement in Alberta and begins to give evidence of the shift in attitudes about ethnicity that was developing. On the one hand, it offers scholarly and academic validation to a specifically Ukrainian-Canadian homesteading experience, but, on the other, it is concerned with equity issues relating to ethnic, social, and gender discrimination. In it, Kostash writes that "[e]thnic identity was recognition of the fact that there were stability and reliability enough in a consciousness dancing between cultural absolutes, as long as certain primary Canadian loyalties were served and certain Ukrainian ones were renounced" (393). This view suggests that as immigrants attempt to assimilate, they become identified as ethnic. But, she writes that this "ethnic compromise was a survival tactic employed while the environment was still hostile, suspicious, confused and mercurial" (395), and her book indicates that the time came for a revival of Ukrainianness. This latter effect of her study influenced succeeding generations of Ukrainian-Canadians by representing, validating, and reflecting their own experiences. For instance, Grekul's Kalyna's Song (2003) is, in some ways, a fictional follow-up to Kostash's work. It is set in the same Two Hills area of Alberta and presents a contemporary young protagonist, Colleen (born around the time that Kostash's book was first published), who grapples with the ethnic legacy outlined in Kostash's nonfiction work. In the book, Colleen is faced with having to describe to schoolmates how she feels "UkrainianCanadian." She says, "My grandparents immigrated to Canada from Ukraine," and her friend replies, "So you're not Ukrainian, then…. Your grandparents are Ukrainian. You are Canadian." Caught in this semantic minefield, she says, "I'm both. It's hard to explain" (268, original emphasis). This experience of ethnically being "both" and "hard to explain" presents Colleen as a symbolic descendent of those in Kostash's study. Moreover, Grekul claims that the mere existence of Kostash's study influenced her developmental years as "everyone in [her] family bought a copy of it" (2003, ix) . She also writes that her novel is a response to All of Baba's Children as she hyperbolically "set out to write the Great Ukrainian Canadian novel" (2003, 5) . This novel's heavy indebtedness to Kostash's work is evidence of the seminal place that All of Baba's Children holds. It allowed authors to begin to explore Ukrainian-Canadianness in very specific ways by the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s. While Kostash's book represents early indications of a change occurring in attitudes about how to characterize a Ukrainian-Canadian identity, an influential conference on writing and ethnicity in Canada was held in 1979 that represents the key moment when the two attitudes about ethnicity -as a socially marginalized underclass or a nationally articulated hyphenated identity -collide. At this conference, writers and critics expressed their mixed feelings about ethnicity, but the panels were organized into specific ethnic categories. On the one hand, the conference itself ascribed ethnic monikers to each of the writers (privileging a descent-model of ethnic identity), but, on the other, the authors express their problems with being identified as ethnic (privileging their consent-model of ethnic identity growing out of social conditions). Because of these mixed feelings, this conference serves as an example of the process involved in the shift from thinking about Ukrainian-Canadianness as part of an undifferentiated "third element" to thinking about it as something with specific features linked to Ukrainian cultural products.
The Ukrainian-Canadian writers present (including Ryga, Haas, and Suknaski) articulated discomfort with being identified as ethnic or Ukrainian. Ryga, for instance, said, "I find it difficult to see myself as a so-called hyphenated Canadian. In fact, in the past three days I have heard that term more than in the last forty-seven years of my life" (qtd. in Balan 1982, 140-141) . His comment is important, because it expresses his uneasiness with a codification of ethnicity around hyphenation, but it also illustrates that the conference (and by extension, general dialogues about ethnicity) used hyphenation as a strategy to shape discussions of ethnicity. Echoing Ryga on both points, Haas said, "Born of Ukrainian-Polish parents, this conference would have me believe that my actions, my outlook, my total behaviour must be disciplined by the genetic, historic, moral, social, religious, characteristic embracing Poland and Ukraine"; then she lambastes such a conception by asserting that only "a fractured hyphenated Canadian could foster such an asinine premise" (qtd. in Balan 1982, 135) . She resists a descent-model of ethnicity. Suknaski also announced, "It was only at the age of six that I started to learn English, which was also a common experience for many native people and those from other ethnic groups" (qtd. in Balan 1982, 69) . This "common experience" for all the groups of Suknaski's Wood Mountain echoes the kind of multiplicity that his early poetry evokes. The writers expressed the tension between the conference's structure, organized around specific ethnic groupings, with papers on "Canadian Hungarian Literature," "Ukrainian Influences in George Ryga's Work,""Icelandic Canadian Literature,""Ukrainian Émigré Literature in Canada," and "Canadian Yiddish Writers," and their own sense of ethnicity as multiple. However, despite their assertions to the contrary, their creative writing suggests that their sense of what it means to be ethnic in Canada was being influenced by the attitudes informing the organization and structure of the conference. Each of these writers expresses anxiety about the discourse of hyphenation, but by the 1980s, they produced works contributing to a developing sense of Ukrainian-hyphen-Canadianness.
This conference thus serves as the watershed moment between a vision of ethnicity that is multiple to a post-1980 conception of nationally hyphenated categories. The notion that Ukrainianness in Canada could be expressed by infusing a text with culturally specific, Ukrainian elements is borne out by an examination of more than just Ryga's, Haas's, and Suknaski's literature. For example, Ted Galay's plays focus on Ukrainian themes and identity issues. His After Baba 's Funeral (1981) and Sweet and Sour Pickles (1981) were performed in Winnipeg in the early eighties and focus on conflicts growing out of a specific Ukrainian-Canadian dynamic. Newer UkrainianCanadian writers such as Sophia Slobodian, Gloria Kupchenko Frolick, Yuri Kupchenko, and Fran Ponomarenko also published works on specifically Ukrainian-Canadian themes in the post-1980 climate. Slobodian's The Glistening Furrow (1983) imagines a Ukrainian homesteading experience and follows the main family through succeeding generations in Canada, emphasizing their development from being stereotypical "immigrants" with "sheepskin coats" to being "Ukrainian Canadian … born in a free country" (43). The sequel to it, Let the Soft Wind Blow (1993), focuses on a third-generation Ukrainian-Canadian (the granddaughter of one of the original immigrants from The Glistening Furrow), presenting her coming-of-age story. In the conclusion the protagonist exclaims, "I now know who I am and I'm proud to be Ukrainian. I do want a big Ukrainian wedding with all the trimmings" (172). In addition to evoking the cliché of a Ukrainian wedding, this book is replete with "Ukrainian music," "a Cossack dance,""Ukrainian outfit[s]" (142), countless italicized Ukrainian words, and many descriptions of Ukrainian traditions. In a similar way, Kupchenko Frolick's collection of short stories, The Green Tomato Years (1985) , evokes Ukrainianness through specific cultural references, such as the opening story, "The Counsellor," with its references to "the politics of Canada and Ukraine, communism, botany, and Ukrainian poetry and literature," as the characters quote "passages from Kotlarevsky, Franko, and, of course, Taras Shevchenko" (11). Likewise, The Horseman of Shandro Crossing (1989) , by Kupchenko, takes a nostalgic look at Ukrainian immigration to Canada in the early years of the twentieth century, and paints a picture of a very specifically Ukrainian community, with the protagonist saying at one point, "It was a good feeling to ride all this way and hear nothing but your own mother tongue, Ukrainian, spoken" (25). Fran Ponomarenko, writing out of a Quebec-based sense of post-WWII settlement of third-wave Ukrainian immigrants in urban environments, in contrast to writing out of an agrarian, homesteading experience of Ukrainianness in Canada, published The Parcel from Chicken Street (1989) as if it were a collection of stories edited by the fictional character Ludmilla Bereshko. Each story not only provides historical and political connections to a contemporary Soviet Ukraine, but the opening story is punctuated by quotations from and allusions to Ukrainian writers Skovoroda and Gogol. All these works share a common conception of ethnicity that has specific Ukrainian symbols, allusions to Ukrainian literature or history, and/or Ukrainian words. In addition to individual texts focusing specific cultural artifacts and linguistic markers that situate Ukrainianness within a Canadian context, Ukrainian-Canadian anthologies began to emerge in the 1980s. For instance, it was in the eighties that the first anthology of Ukrainian-Canadian writing was published; Yarmarok: Ukrainian Writing in Canada since the Second World War (1987) brings together a wide range of writing by descendents of Ukrainians and Ukrainian émigrés from the latter portion of the twentieth century, including excerpts from the works of Lysenko, Ryga, Haas, and Suknaski. Additionally, in 1992 Prairie Fire magazine produced a companion edition to Yarmarok, publishing Ukrainian-Canadian pieces as a way of celebrating one hundred years of Ukrainian settlement in Canada.
This trend has continued past the 1980s. For instance, Kulyk Keefer and Solomea Pavlychko collaborated to produce an anthology, Two Lands, New Visions (1999), with Ukrainian-Canadian stories collected alongside stories from Ukraine. Furthermore, Kulyk Keefer's novel The Green Library (1996) and her memoir Honey and Ashes (1998) locate ethnicity in Ukraine's history, particularly the more troubling aspects of it such as its anti-Semitism, the massacre at Babi Yar, and the Chernobyl explosion. Larry Warwaruk's Ukrainian Wedding (1998) not only uses a Ukrainian wedding as the narrative focus, but also the ethnicity that he evokes involves Ukrainian words, folk traditions, and links to the works of nineteenth-century Ukrainian writer Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky. The specific Ukrainian characteristics of ethnicity are markedly different from those offered by pre-1980 texts.
At the same time that this shift from ethnicity as a social minority to ethnicity as a specific national sub-category participating in Canadian multiculturalism was occurring, debates growing out of multiculturalism's shortfalls began to call for a division between ethnicity and race. Daniel Coleman and Donald Goellnicht tell us: the fact is that racialization, the practice of applying racial categories to people or things, has taken and is taking place in the realm of Canadian literary culture. Witness that the essays gathered here refer commonly to categories such as "African Canadian," "Asian Canadian," and "Native Canadian" literatures. These categories have become institutions, and the traditions that they define have emerged as disciplinary objects of knowledge in Canadian literary culture, particularly during the last decade of the twentieth century (2002, 1-2).
There is criticism of multiculturalism in that it irons out the differences among various minority categories. This erasure is particularly problematic in the ways that blanket multicultural designations can undermine the specific claims made by certain Lindy Ledohowski | 123 groups. The recognition of the "many nuances of difference" (Kamboureli 1996, 3) among varied groups underscores the possibility that erasure of individual group rights follows when all groups are seen as the same. Daniel Coleman writes that "the national discourses that recognize increased ethnic diversity can displace and ignore the oppressions of particular groups. For this reason, multiculturalism has been widely suspect in Quebec and among Natives because the claim that we may all be 'ethnics' waters down their particular claims for 'distinct status '" (1997, 99) . Winfried Siemerling also charts the political ramifications of equalizing ethnic claims within Quebec (1995, 12) , and Linda Hutcheon's introduction to Other Solitudes underscores how the unification of all ethnics under the same banner erases specific political claims of certain groups (1990, 15) . One response to create a sense of equity among various ethnic groups, while respecting difference, is to develop a sense of ethnicity that is not characterized as a social underclass, but rather as a national category. Benedict Anderson notes the privileging of national categories, recognizing that "nation-ness is the most universally legitimate value in the political life of our time" (1983, 3) . This political emphasis on "nation-ness" as a "legitimate value" begins to affect literary constructions of ethnicity in Canada by the latter part of the twentieth century by providing Ukrainian-Canadian writers with a lexicon of ethnicity rooted in concepts of nationalism as a response to the desire to differentiate amongst various racial and ethnic groups under multiculturalism.
While early twentieth-century conceptions of ethnicity or race took it for granted that there was something both racially and ethnically different about Ukrainian-Canadians, by the 1980s, Ukrainian-Canadians could be considered an ethnic minority, but they were not visible or racial minorities. Kostash reflects on this shift with respect to her own writing, talking about the excitement of emerging as a "kind of spokesperson in Western Canada for the idea of ethnicity" (1994, 4) after the publication of All of Baba's Children, which gave way to the "articulation of race and colour," in the face of which she realized, "I was white. I was a member of a privileged majority. I was part of the problem, not the solution" (4). This idea is echoed by Grekul in an interview. She said, "Race comes to the forefront and 'racialized' writers are saying 'we have suffered,' 'we have stories to tell,' and everybody who is white gets stuck in the same category." She continues with an anecdote: "When I was looking for a publisher for Kalyna's Song, the message that I got from one literary agent was, 'it's a fine manuscript, but the Ukrainian thing is not sexy, so next time, be Japanese'" (2006, 8) . While neither writer would disagree with the idea that writing from positions of "race and colour" are crucial to explicate the specific power imbalances arising out of "racialized" discourses, they do articulate the awkward position that such binaries create for them as neither majority nor "racialized." This
